As a side e ect, this search-intensity surface gives a clear indication of not just where has been searched but, more importantly, where has not yet been searched, providing for the rst time a measure of how thorough the ock search is.
: Three tier architecture of the Multi-Engine Spatial Analysis Tool (MESAT) gines can be implemented and`plugged-in' to the system, allowing them to instantly communicate with both the rst and third tier without having to change either. The top tier of the system is the visualization engine. This collates the information coming in from the different search tools and displays them in an interactive visualization. This visualization is built up in real-time, allowing the user of the system to see the progress of the search as it occurs. The major advantage of this is that the user can employ their expertise or intuition to assist and direct the search process.
The visualizer serves a dual role: aside from the obvious displaying of the results, the visualizer actually coordinates the activities of the di erent search engines, starting and stopping them, dividing up and sharing the search space, and setting regions to focus or ignore. Its controlling role could be either entirely human-user driven, autonomous, or a mixture of the two. With human control, the user could drag out boxes to indicate regions that di erent engines should concentrate on or avoid. In autonomous mode, the application could use the results generated so far to decide on how best to guide the remaining search.
Communication
As stated above, the role of the visualizer is more than that of communicating results to the user: it is also a shared result surface (in AI terms it could be considered a`blackboard system ' (Englemore and Morgan, 1989) ). As such, it must also act as the central communication center for the di erent agents. Given that the shared result surface is available to all of the analysis engines, what kind of information should be passed back? The rst option is that the entire result surface be sent. However, given its size, bandwidth limitations make that impractical. Instead, the shared result surface must provide a useful summary of the search so far. Such information might include:
The top ten best nds so far (locations and scores) Areas of the database that are now known to contain no interesting data. Areas of the database that have not yet been studied in depth Areas of the database that have been fully explored and need little or no further analysis Speci c requests for more detailed analysis of a region from another agent or system user. Section of database to work in (for division of labour when multiple agents of the same type are running in parallel How each engine would take advantage of this information depends very much on the mechanism of the engine itself. For example, a GAM might sit idle on a machine until it receives a speci c request to perform a focused search on a particular small region. The ock, on the other hand, employs a number of behavioral patterns to respond to such information.
The generation of these obstacles by the shared result surface quickly marks o uninteresting parts of the database. For example, areas with zero populations such as seas are eliminated early on. With additional information arriving from the shared result surface regarding regions to avoid, the geoBoids would be able to use this behavior to steer around them.
Dealing with duplicate results
Although a single GAM run will generate millions of circles, its systematic nature means that it will never generate two circles of the same size at the same location. As such, every result can be added to the result surface in the knowledge that it is unique.
Members of the ock search, however, have no such restriction and they may well generate results for one section of the map multiple times, each time adding to the surface of evidence. This problem increases as multipleanalysis engines are used as they may, independently, occasionally explore the same areas. As a result, an area of relatively little importance can be added to the result surface enough times to make it seem interesting. This is particularly true for maps with little or no real clustering as the analysis engines will hunt out the closest thing they can nd to a real cluster and keep studying it to try and nd a scale at which it may become a cluster.
The simple solution to this was to build two result surfaces. In addition to the normal result surface, the second one records the number of times each part of the map has been examined. This surface is referred to as the search-intensity surface. This result surface can then be divided by the search intensity surface to cancel out the e ects of redundant result generation. Table 1 summaries the relative abilities of each of the analysis engines that have been implemented. Given the near total thoroughness of the GAM engine, it is tempting to use it exclusively. Many tests with GAM have shown that it has a high success at locating clusters and, just as importantly, a good tolerance against making false positive detections. (Alexander and Boyle, 1996) .
However, GAM owes its e ciency to its highlyoptimized, spatial-data retrieval and the fact that it works best on a purely geographical domain. It does not scale to more complex problems involving higher dimensional multi-variate data sets. Although spaceattribute and space-time versions have been developed (GEM, GAM-T), they really require HPC levels of performance and, even then, they will be limited to lowdimensional problems because they do not scale well to high dimensional spaces.
The non brute-force systems are attractive for their scalability in terms of dimensions, but using them means sacri cing the level of resolution and completeness that brute-force, GAM-like methods generate in the nal results.
Figure 3: The output from three separate engines Figure 3 is illustrative of how the search might have progressed for three of the methods shortly after starting. The GAM has been very thorough but has yet to complete one pass of one line at one scale. The random search and ock searches have covered more ground and may have found something interesting but it will be some time before either of them has developed a clearer picture of what, if anything, they have found.
For very large temporal, multi-attribute data sets, the computational time becomes prohibitively large, with CPU time approaching in nity. However, using it to exhaustively search one small part of a spatial data set is less intensive; thus when a less thorough engine nds something of potential interest, it can call on the help of the GAM to exhaustively search that region. In this way, you can narrow down the search by reducing the dimensionally; at which point the GAM style of exploration again becomes technologically viable. Once such an exhaustive search has nished, that section of the data set can be marked as done and avoided by the ock for the rest of the search. Figure 4 illustrates a potential cooperative scenario in which the random search, ock and GAM are working together. In this scenario, one of the ock methods (A) thinks that it has found something potentially interesting and has called in a miniGAM search (C) to thoroughly examine the area. Meanwhile, one of the random circles (B) has attracted the attention of two other members of the ock for additional study.
Until recently, the database functions, ock search and interactive visualization have been tightly coupled into a single application. Now, however, the process has been successfully split into three tiers to enable such a multiengine cooperative system to be developed. It is anticipated that the remaining search engines will be similarly implemented over the coming months.
The following section looks at the architecture that is being followed for the implementation of the MultiEngine Spatial Analysis Tool (MESAT).
The rst tier (see gure 5) is some form of spatialdata storage and query facility. In the trials performed here, this is simply a at le stored on a server. In more complete nal applications, it is more likely to be a more advanced online spatial-data warehouse such as that proposed by (Han et al, 1989) . It should be able to store large amounts of data and respond to spatiallyreferenced queries rapidly.
The second tier consists of one or more spatialexploration engines that will interrogate the spatial data found at the rst tier and attempt to nd spatial patterns in the data. By developing using the Object-orientated paradigm, each engine implements a common set of interfaces that allow them to appear from the outside as identical generic engines. By doing this, additional en- As can be seen from the above rules the relative performance of each geoBoid e ects both its own and its neighbors behavior. In the most severe case, where there is no data inside the boid it dies. The meaning in this context is that it stops moving and becomes a warning beacon discouraging other boids from approaching the area, the net result of this is that after a short time a series of`dead boids' e ectively mark o the empty regions of the map forcing the rest of the ock to concentrate on the areas containing interesting data.
The implementation of the ock that was being used until recently was based on a fairly simplistic implementation of the boids algorithm. Whilst this implementation allowed the rst prototypes to be set up quickly, it began to restrict the alterations and improvements that could be made to the ock members' behavior. By following some of the more recent work by Reynolds (Reynolds, 1999), the boids have been re-implemented to allow a more complete set of steering behaviors to be implemented. For example, previous boids would avoid, or`run away' from, areas of the data set that have been This could mean that a search which was progressing near but not towards such an area could be unnecessarily de ected. In the current implementation, a steering behavior capable of obstacle avoidance' has been used. This means that only boids in direct danger of entering an empty section of the database will be de ected.
The rules are only half of the story, most of the rules require some form of parameterization; blue boids for example travel faster, but how much faster should that be? At what point is a result interesting enough to warrant further investigation (red stage) but not interesting enough to mark permanently (yellow stage)?
The second rule states`Find all detectable (in range) boids...' what is that range? At present these parameters are being set, perhaps somewhat arbitrarily. In the future though, it seems logical to take the ALife paradigm to its logical conclusion and start to breed ock members. Perhaps using genetic algorithm techniques with the most successful pattern hunting boids reproducing to evolve the best parameters.
For the moment though, there is still scope for humans to set the parameters and to watch the di ering outcomes, and if necessary to interfere with the search by re-directing attention to a di erent part of the map. Figure 2 shows a ock analysis in mid run. In this diagram, the geoBoids are marked by circles, the dead boids can clearly be seen in regions of the map that lie outside of the study region. The more active boids on the other hand can be seen leaving a trail of signi cance based on their ndings at each location.
A multi-engine approach Aside from the original GAM mentioned in the introduction and the ock method discussed a number of other approaches have been developed, some based on other AI approaches, such as MAPEX which uses Genetic Algorithms, others looked at methods for explaining possible reasons behind the patterns that were found, for example the Geographical Explanation Machine (GEM). data sets under investigation increase in both size, and particularly in dimensions, the number of permutations that GAM has to iterate through to compete this exhaustive search explodes.
A single GAM run can generate millions of hypercircles for testing (in multi-attribute data this can escalate to billions) As the size of the data sets increased, it became apparent that alternative approaches were needed that would be able to perform almost as well as GAM but that were smart enough not to require as much computing time.
One such approach will be discussed in this paper. The original concept was to create some form of smart agents that would be able to explore the spatial data in order to nd patterns. The rst stage of such a system required a mechanism for controlling the agents movements.
Flocks
One area of research that looked at the movements of multiple interacting entities was that of ocking. The ock algorithm (Reynolds, 1987) was originally devised as a method for mimicking the ocking behavior of birds within a computer both for animation and as a way of studying emergent behavior. The resulting`arti cial birds', or`boids', exhibited remarkable life like behavior as result of a few simple rules, such as maintaining separation, alignment and cohesion .
Flocking seemed particularly interesting as a line of attack for two reasons, rstly it has a built in relevance to space, most boid animations take place within a virtual 2d or 3d world and secondly because each member of the ock derived its behavior from interactions with all the other members.
The impetus to apply ocking to problem solving came partially from research into swarms as an optimization technology (Eberhart et al, 1996) and partly from an interest in whether the hunter/foraging behaviors modeled in Arti cial Life could be used to hunt and forage for patterns and clusters in spatial data.
The Flock based Geographical Analysis Engine
The ock engine with builds on the standard ock algorithm extends the concept of a boid into that of a form of exploratory agent (a geoBoid). As each geoBoid moves around the spatial database it samples each new location and tests it for signs of interesting pattern. In a conventional ock each boid is considered equal, with cohesion, separation and alignment rules applying in the same way to each boid. Within the ock analysis engine however, each member of the ock is able to evaluate and broadcast its performance based on the data found at its location. Based on this, other ock members can choose to steer towards well-performing geoBoids in interesting areas to assist them or to steer to avoid poorly performing boids in uninteresting. In addition, each geoBoid changes its own behavior based on its performance. For example, a poorly-performing boid will speed up in order to leave an empty or uninteresting part of the geo data space in order to nd a more interesting area more quickly. Likewise, a well-performing geoBoid will slow down to investigate an interesting region more carefully by sampling the space at more regular intervals. The following looks at how the basic behavior of a ock was modi ed in order to develop a behavior targeted at performing an e cient search strategy. The rules were developed a stage at a time as it is di cult if not impossible to determine the behavior that will emerge from the rule interactions so after each new rule or modi cation the behavior of the geoBoids was observed through animation and a decision made as to whether to keep,drop or modify the rule. This process is on-going and new rules, such as ones controlling boid size, still need to be developed further. 
Introduction
The well documented`data explosion' that has resulted since the GIS revolution of the mid 1980's (Openshaw, 1995) , has led to the rapid production of large quantities of high quality spatially-referenced data. This trend shows no sign of slowing. The rate at which new geographic data is being produced is increasing. Indeed, geographic data sets are now being produced many times faster than they can be analyzed (Estivill-Castro and Murray, 1998) .
The data that is generated is being linked, to an ever greater degree, to non-spatial attribute data; due partly to the ease by which many new and legacy databases can be linked via their geography, for example through postcodes (Raper et al, 1992) . This has resulted in a rapid build-up of data that is, in a large number of cases, simply being archived. The under analysis of a number of key spatial data sets has been referred to by Openshaw, 1995 as a CRIME! As a result of this, it became obvious that there was an urgent need for the development of semi or even fully autonomous analysis tools that could start to clear this backlog of under-analyzed data, whilst equipping us with the tools needed to tackle the ever richer sources of data that will arrive in the future.
However, in seeking to meet this challenge it is important not to neglect a unique contribution that intelligent human analysis can make. Additionally, if the aim is the creation of intelligent analysis agents then there are a number of hurdles to be overcome: a demonstration of added value, indications of performance under conditions where manual methods failed to succeed, proof of safety, and preferably more than one good reason for wanting to approach the problem by a route that many would naturally fear and wish to criticize.
One of the most common and important analysis tasks in spatial analysis is having an ability to spot patterns. For many key data sets such as crime and health data, the most important pattern to be able to identify is a cluster, and it is this capability that has been the main focus for research. Each of the systems that have been developed had to be able to cope with the problem of a varying background population. The problem is that for each location and scale in a study region, there is a di erent population density. This population-density surface is critical to cluster analysis as a cluster is e ectively a region where the incidence of something exceeds the expected rate. It would be unwise to ignore as almost all clustering detected would be as a result of unevenness in the population distribution. Simply put, a large number of cases in a densely populated city may be of less interest than a moderate number of cases in a rural area.
Geographical Analysis Machines
The Geographical Analysis Machine (Openshaw et al, 1987 ) is one of the oldest and most established of the methods capable accurately detecting clusters whilst accounting for the background population. The`Machine' part of its name gives a clue as to the nature of GAM's approach. GAM uses a brute-force search technique that explores the entire data space at every geographic location and at every scale. In doing so, it is guaranteed not to miss any potential clusters. Unfortunately, as the
